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Interview: Beulah Reynolds 
March 15, 1994 place of interview 3609 Norwood Road. 
Interviewing Beulah Mabel Reynolds 3609 Rear Norwood Road, 
Huntington, WV. Birth date February 28, 1920 . 
Interviewer- O.K. when did you first go to work at Owens? 
Beulah- I started to work uh 1946. 
I- O.K. and how old where you when you started? 
B- uh 26 years old. 
I- O.K. And how'd you find out about the job at Owens? 
B- I was working at uh, my husband and I moved to town, we lived 
in the country and we moved to town and I needed a job. So, I 
had been looking for a job. Uh I graduated from high school you 
know, Wayne, West Virginia and uh so I got a job at uh Grant's 
Five and Ten cent store . Worked there for awhile. And then I 
worked for I think McCray's for awhile, Five and Ten cent store. 
Well I Wiasn't making much money there so someone said Owens 
Illinoisi was hiring so I went down and sighed up. And in three 
days they called me. And I went in uh Just ror an interview. 
Well the next day after that I went . to work and I worked in the 
Carton assembly, assembling cartons and uh I worked, i worked 
several years just assembling cartons. And uh in the mean time I 
got pregnant (laughs a little). So, they felt like the balcony 
where I was assembling cartons was too heavy work . They sent me 
down to the selecting department which I didn't like very well, 
but I did learn. It was a learning thing that I was learning . 
I - What was selecting? 
B- Selecting, that was uh selecting uh, the bottles, uh getting 
the defects out and packid em in the boxes. See I assembled the 
boxes in the back and we sent them down and they selected the 
bottles, which was called the select department and threw out the 
bad bottles and packed the good ones. Supposedly did that, 
sometimes we packed some bad ones. But uh, I worked there for a 
good while, got to like it down there and so in the mean time 
they were bringing these young boys hiring them and theywere uh 
getting the jobs over us which had been there for several years. 
And our boss, you know, so, uh, when, the women got to signing 
signing up for the, when we would have a job up for bid, they 
would bid on it and got it. So, I was working there longer then 
a lot of them and I thought that its a mans job and I shouldn't 
take it. But then when I got them,- all otthose boys that was 
young boys coming in and gettin' the jobs and being my boss. I 
thought (Interviewer laughs) it was time for me to sign up and 




I - What jobs? 
B- I got a inspector . 
I - Oh, o.k. 
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B- And I uh after they selected the bottles, packed the bottles 
and sent them down in this ( ) area. I was an inspector. Well 
(pause) we felt like working up in the line of progressions was a 
lot better because when these boys would come in, they did not 
know a thing about the bottles. We had to teach them. In, in 
fact uh I became a crew leader after that. I signed up and got a 
crew leader job. And I retired as a crew leader, which was next 
up was a foreman, but uh, I was uh had, was over 2 or 3 what we 
called layers and I had 12 or 15 people workin' for me and of 
course I learned to the machines to work on the machines and know 
what to do! Well, I had this boy that come right out of school 
came in there as assistant foreman. And he was training so 
anyway I I had to teach him about the bottles, so of course they 
they didn't put him down, as of then the women were getting the 
jobs that had been there a long time, like the the inspectors and 
differerlt jobs. 
I - Was that considered a man's job? 
B- That was considered a man's job so anyway this uh, we was 
workin', like my job I worked up in the line of progression which 
I knew what I was doing when I got my jobs. I knew the defects 
on the bottles when I was inspector and when I became a crew 
leader . I knew uh how to be a boss. 
I - O.K. 
B- So uh anyway I really enjoyed the job. I really uh thought a 
lot of my people and uh, of course, uh this boss came in that I 
taught. I was going to tell you this. He didn't know a thing 
about the bottles. We had a machine there that uh, we had these 
whiskey bottles, they were flat. Well they would get what you 
call a bird swing from one end of the bottle to the other. There 
would be a line of glass inside . Well that was dangerous you 
know , We had these machines that would throw them out. When they 
would come through this machine it'd throw them out. Well I had 
to check that machine every hour. And r kept me up one of what 
we call a bird swing and I'd run it through, through that machine 
and if it did throw it out, then I knew it needed to be fixed and 
if I didn't, couldn't fix it right then, then I'd call the boy 
from maintenance to fix it and he would come and fix the machine 
back for me. (Pause) And this this foreman, assistant foreman 
(laughs) he was a young guy he, he would come around and ask me 
about the defects . I had to tell him what the defe cts were. So, 
when he got settled in at his job he called me into the office . 
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And he said I want you to uh your people every time you find them 
not looking at a bottle or every time they go on break and stay 
over. Every time they do anything wrong, I want you to write it 
down and bring it in to me in the office. I said I can't do 
that! He said but I'm your foreman and I'm telling you to do it. 
I said I can't do that. I am not going to rat on my people. I 
said they work good for me and I said if you want to uh get rid 
of me now, you can, your my foreman. You can, but I can't do it. 
He he said your about7:he worse I ever seen being a crew leader 
and uh I col'.rld not go back and tell the girls that was working on 
the layers what he said to me because they liked me and uh they 
knew I treated them right. 
I - What is a layer? 
B- The layers, (laughs) is where the layer comes out from the 
forming department where goes through these machines uh, like we 
had a bottle. Like I was telling you about those bottles. And 
they came out and they run through uh we have people setting here 
and these are running on a little conveyer in front of a light 
and some! they can some of them sit down there. They take turns 
sitting ldown and getting what we call the bad ware out. The 
glass, the broken glass the split finish, and suck in sides just 
a lot of defects you know. Then they go around on a turn table. 
They come off the layer and go through this progress, uh process 
· and then they come around and uh they go uh, people stand while 
their on this little conveyer and they are suppose to look at 
them but, sometimes they pass and they pack them, you know. 
I- O, K. 
B- So anyway what I was telling you about. Him, I told him, I 
said, I was a Christian you know. I said I can't come in here 
and tell you every time my people stay over or anytime they do 
anything wrong. I said if talk to them about it, they they'll 
they like me and they'll their do what I say. And uh so of 
course, women you know, I got my feelings hurt and was sitting 
there balling. (Laughs) Anyway this uh other crew leader walked 
in whic~a man and he said well Beulah, I don't know why you 
can't do that. You can tell on um' then go home and pray for 
um'. I said no, it wouldn't be any use to come out here and tell 
on them, then go home and pray. It wouldn't do a bit of good. 
And of eou1:-E1e, after he sit there for long time you know, I sit 
there and and uh he told me go on in the lounge, rest, stay in 
there for awhile . Well I went in and some of the girls said 
what's wrong? What's wrong? I couldn't tell them! Because I knew 
the, those whole layer would go right in that office you know and 
tell them because they had before. They had heard him kindly be 
rough with me. Donking with me. One of them walked over and 
said I don't want you to say anything to her. What we do you 
come to us . Said she can't help what we does a nd she's a good 
crew leader. So anyway. 
I- Did the women form like a good support group? 
B- They were, they were good, I thought good, they were the 
people I worked with I just liked all of them and at the end of 
the day I uh I would thank everybody, you know, for a good job 
they did. Thank you for a good job, so one day, I'd like to 
explain this to you. They got their ware held. They packed, 
lacked ware all day long, but this ware was coming out so fast, 
and the men in the forming department had let a lot of bad ware 
come through. Evidently maybe something wrong with the mold. 
But they had to stop that and take that mold out and fix it 
because it was making a defect in the bottle. And, they worked 
hard that day just worked so hard, they got there ware held all 
day. Well we always got chewed out for that.--mia uh so I went 
around at the end of the day and I was thanking them for it . 
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One of the girls said how can you thank us for a good daX,§_work? 
We got our ware held all day and her name was Maxine. I said 
Maxine did you do the best job you could today? She said yes. I 
said did you put any of that bad ware in there on purpose? No! So 
to me yam did a good job. She said I never thought of it like 
that, but got people, just you had to treat people like you want 
to be treated. And a lot of times we were under some of the men, 
we really, they really got rough with us and we, it was a hard 
job you know. 
I- Did you have any women as supervisors? 
B- Uh .. 
I- Over you? 
B- Uh, yea, yes uh yea. We had these women and they had signed 
up and got these foreman's jobs and uh of course they were good. 
· 1 liked those women they tried to do fair. Tried to be fair. So 
they did get the foreman's jobs. I didn't want a foreman's job. 
I- Do you remember some of their names? 
B- (Laughs) I really don't know, I really can't think of them 
right now some of them names, you know. 
I- Were they good supervisors or .. ? 
B They were good supervisors. Yes, they were good. There was 
something else I was going to tell you (pause). 
I- How do you think the community looked at women who worked at 
Owens? When you told your family you were going to work at 





B- It was a good job, but uh when you work out men and women 
together a lot of people were talking. But still it was a good 
place, if it had been, if it hadn't, it I hadn't got a job there 
and worked my husband had to retire about 25 years before I 
retired. We wouldn't had anything. In fact, probably, would 
have been on welfare if hadn't been for Owens Illinois. So, I 
thank the Lord for that job, and uh. 
I - Did the community look at it as having a good job or did they 
think it was kind of .. ? 
B- No, they looked at it as a good job. Uh huh. I talked to 
some of the girls that had been there 20 some years. See I 
worked 35 years there and uh I just talked to them the other day. 
And they were you know they said here we just bought us a new 
home. They had saved enough money uh you know, and bought uh a 
new home and now were laid off. So uh it's kind of hard on the 
ones that were laid off. 
I- Did you have like work shifts? 
B- We ~orked shift work. 
I - Shift work? 
B- We worked, I worked 7 to ·3, 3 to 11, and 11 to 7. 
I - And was that every day of the week. 
B- Every 5 days. 
I- Every 5 days? 
B- It changed every 5 days. We worked 5 days like on day shift I 
worked 5 days on day shift. Then I was off a day and the next 
day I started 3 to 11 and I worked 3 to 11 five days. Then I was 
2 days off, but that 2nd day I had to go to work at at 11 
o'clock. 
I- How did that affect your family life, raising your kids? 
B- Well my husband when he was workin, we hardly got to see each 
other (laughs) and I was just telling my sister today; My two 
oldest children .uh was, we lived in this other house you know, 
and I had one of those old fashion cabinets with porcelain tops 
and my two oldest kids would be at school and we would, I would 
write them notes on top of the preclean cabinet with my pencil 
all black and pretty you know. Ahd when they'd come in they'd 
run and look at the cabinet to see their notes, then they'd writ e 
me one . They'd be in bed when I came in on 3 to 11 so I go to 
the cabinet and find their notes. You know something about 
school or something they had to have or just tell me they love 
me, you know. 
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I- Did your family and other families from Owens Illinois, did 
you guys socialize a lot together? 
B- Now, after I retired, I retired in 81, and after I retired a 
lot of us women got together. We meet yet once a month at some 
nice restaurant and have lunch. The last Thursday in every 
month. 
I- How many of you go? 
B- Around 25 or 30 meets every month. 
I- Great. 
B- There are more signed up, its just maybe some won't get to 
come this month. I'm the one who makes the reservation so I 
will, we will vote on where we are going. We're going to Red 
Lobster 1this month. So anyway, I call and make reservations for 
25 or 3Q, more or less. Sometimes they, like Red Lobster, will 
have to add more tables, cause they like to go there for lunch. 
And then sometimes they, it's under maybe 18 or 20 goes. 
I- When you were workin' at Owens and your kids were growing up 
did your kids socialize a lot with the kids, like the other 
employee~ children? 
B- When I worked there when the kids were young uh they had a 
lot of things for children. These past few years they cut all 
that out. They'd have Christmas parties, and Santa Claus and 
give every child a gift. They'd have big parties and give every 
child a gift and uh I wrote for the Huntingtonizer Paper, we had 
a paper we put out. When I was in the balcony I was called the 
Cartonette. The cartons you know, so I was called the 
Cartonette. So I wrote for the Cartonettes and uh every month or 
every two weeks, I think it was we got a paper. They cut that 
out after so many years. And we'd have a Christmas party you 
know, one who wrote for the paper and editors would have us a big 
Christmas party. 
I- Did tr1ey have like picnics during the summer? 
B- Had picnics, had big uh, out at Beach Fork, they had a big 
uh, what do you call it, A big Beach Fork lake or camp or 
something. I know it wasn't the lake it was Beach Fork. They 
had a big uh house out there. People would go out. We'd have 
big cook outs and sometimes the management would have us out 
especially if we were in the union, wrote for the paper or 





I- Were you in the union? 
B- I was in the union. 
I- What was the name of the union? 
B- It was like local 212. 
I- Now were there men and women in the union? 
B- Yea, I was called the grievance girl. 
I- Grievance? 
B- Grievance, I took care of all the grievances (both laugh). 
I- Do you think the Union helped you in the job? 
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B- Union, didn't, it help me after I got the job. But the last 
part the unions, I don't believe helped the people. In fact, we 
had a strike. I think the last one they had and uh this new man 
came in land he, he put them all back to work, and just walked 
over the line. I could go back to work. I guess I was just .t.£ 
good of a union person and uh really the ones that didn't go back 
got criticized and we weren't suppose to go over the picket line 
you know. 
I- Did you actually go out and picket? 
B- Yes. 
I- What was it like? 
B- Well we meet across form Owens and uh we would, and when I 
was the grievance girl. I had to be there everJday and uh we 
would make coffee and cakes and things like thae some of the 
members, then I'd sign them to go out on the line, picket lines 
stand on the picket lines so. 
I- How long did that last? 
B- I think it lasted about either 12 or 15 days. That one did 
I- Did you think it helped to give you any benefits or .. ? 
B- Yea, that did uh huh! 
I- What, what changed with that strike? 
B- I think we were, I really don't know how to say this, but uh 





union scared of their job and then things just got worse and 
worse . . Even like the insurance they, they, after I left there, 
their insurance just wasn't a bit good. After we had paid into 
that insurance for years. 
I- Did they have good benefits when you were working? 
B- They had pretty good benefits, uh huh. 
I - Did you have like medical and dental or .. ? 
B- Oh yes, uh huh, so yea we had pretty good insurance. 
I- When uh you retired in 81 .. ? 
B- I retired in 81 . 
I- O.K. when did Owens close? 
B- Closed uh I guess the first of the year. 
I- Oh, fhat's right. 
i 
B- First of January 94. It did really close uh the last of 
December but, uh there's still people working inside there. 
Setting, I know this friend of mine, she was a crew leader, when 
she, she was still working artd she worked almost two months, 
almost through February over there. 
I- What's her name? 
B- JoAnne Chapman 
I- So she's still working right now? 
B- No, she's not working now. 
I- Oh, o.k. 
B- They took it all out now I guess , 
I- Did you receive benefits after you retired? 
B- I uh huh, I drew a pension. 
I- So the closing hasn't affected .. 
B- No, it doesn't affect me at all. 
I- O.K. 
B- It did affect, not the ones who were able to retire. You 
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have to be 55 and worked 30 years. Some of them maybe like a 
month have been there 30 years. 
I- Now did management socialize with like the hourly workers? 
B- They did when, when uh, I was younger they did, like I said 
they'd have like the Christmas parties and cook outs with us and 
uh and we just acquainted with the management. 
I- Uh huh. 
B- And of course I was in the union and we had meetings with 









Do you think they started withdrawing away later on? 
They did, they sure did. 
They did o.k. More stand offish? 
Oh I think so, uh huh. 
How often did your unions meet? 
I 
OncJ a month. 
Once a month? 
Uh huh. 
I- And the leaders in the union were there any women leaders in 
the union? 
B- Yes, uh huh. 
I- O.K. What kind of roles did they hold? 
B- They were the president of the women you know, and the men 
president of the men. 
I- O.K. 
B- I believe after I retired, they all sort of combined, but 
when I left there it was the women mostly. 
I- And how did the women look at like the women leaders in the 
union? Was it a good, a good positive outlook or .. ? 
B- I think so uh huh, yea. 






B- Uh huh, there sure was. 
I - How did that .. 
B- Uh, I don't guess I ought to say this, but uh I think they 
got a better deal then what we got. Because you know uh when I 
was working they were having these problems down you know, fights 
everything down around 16th street, Hal Greer, that's w~ it is 
and uh so I think some of the management was sort of afraid to do 
anything. Afraid that they might come back on them. We had a 
foreman. He wouldn't , he said he didn't care if they all came 
down. He was going to do his job you know, but some of them, I 
think, our foreman's now not, the management I'm talking about. 
I think some of our foreman's were a little bit afraid of what 
they would do, it they. . -
I - Were they afraid, foremanj were afraid if they fired .. 
B- Yea, uh huh. 
I - O.K . That something would happen? 
B- Uh ~~h, that something would happen, uh huh. 
I- When you started working at Owens were there different races 
all ready working there . 
B- I don't believe so, I don't remember, but I don't think there 
were any. I know there wasn't any women working there at that 
time. 
I - And was the relationship between women of different races? 
B- After they did start working? 
I- Yes. 
B- It was good. I even had some of those young black girls and 
boys that would ask to see, when they first came in they what you 
call, they work down in selecting ware, that's already been in 
the boxes and uh they would bring them up to relieve for lunch 
break and uh, just little rest, ten minute rest break, uh then uh 
lunch break. So, we would have like 4 and 5 on what I call the 
layer working on my machines. And I'd have maybe 2 or 3 machines 
to take care of, so I had something 12 15 people. They send 
maybe one up to one of the women or the men up to relieve for me. 
So my foreman came to me one time and he said they must like you 
offer well. Said I'll go down to pick up the people that comes 
~here and their ask to relieve for you. So I felt real good . ---I- Whe re there any black women as foreman's? 
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family. We was with each other, really almost as much with our 
·own families. So that's one reason we started this women retiree 
women, what we call them and to meet once a month and then we 
have this retirees union. We're not in the union, but that's 
what we call ourselves. And uh I'm the treasurer in that and we 
make money we meet once a month and we sell dinners, we make, you 
know and we have been going on trips. 2 and or 3 trips a year. 
We went to Bronston, Missouri last year. The first trip we'll 
make this year is April 14th. We'll be going to what you call 
Miami Theatre at in Springsboro, Ohio. That use to be the Laugh 
o' Meter. So, u.h there going to show it, a dinner theatre and 
their suppose to sho"w-'Meet Me In St. Louis II so, that should be 
f uri':""" 
I- That's great! Uh is it more like just a good support group 
of friends? 
B- It is and uh the men, if their wives didn't work at Owen they 
could bring their wives and the women if their husband didn't 
work. Now this retiree reunion, but the reunion it's just the 
retiree's women that worked at Owens we don't have no men with us 
at that pne month. 
I- Are these both more socialized or is it, do you try to cover 
things like maybe retirement from Owens? 
· B- It does, it uh we cover uh our secretary he gets information, 
or benefits from you know, retirees benefits and then of course 
we had this uh Ettna Insurance which uh we, we suppose to have 
this certificate, we if anything happens to u~, we have $2000.00 
to help pay. Well a lot of them had already retired either lost 
theirs or didn't have it so uh secretary, he'd sends off, gets 
all of this and then he, we have people come in and speak at 
different meetings and uh, see I was born, I don't know if you 
know about this, ( Knocks year)7. I was born in 1920 and uh now 
you know how old I am! 
I- (Laughs) 
B- I was 74 the 28th of February. 
I- Well you look great! (laughing) 
B- Well I feel good and I do a lot of things, but anyway that 
~ (knocks year) knocks me out about a thousand dollars a year 
because I was born in 1920. 
I- What is it? 
B- It's something that uh the government, a few years back they 
had taken away some kind of benefits, social security or 
something and it hit like in 1917, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23. It 
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B- No, uh uh. They, they hadn't working there long enough. 
They couldn't, it wasn't because they were black they didn't get 
the job. Uh you had to be there a certain amount of time. You 
couldn't go over somebody else. 
I- Yea. 
B- And get the job so all of these other women like me had been 
there for years and they couldn't go over top of me because I had 
seniority, but maybe the last, past, I don't know if they had any 
that was, I know some of the blacks got it uh, uh like inspector 
something like that, after I left there, but uh. 
I- How do you think the safety, safety of your jobs were, was 
there good safety regulations? 
B- Oh there were a lot, but I had a bad fall. Fell broke my 
jaws all to pieces there. Break, here, and here, and crushed 
this side. 
I- Gees! 
B- 1975\. I fell down these steps, great big wide steps and I 
was standing at the top of it and I turned around to go down. I 
don't know how I fell. I fell on my stomach and broke my teeth 
all to pieces my jaw all to pieces. I had a bad fall. 
I- How were they with you on that, when that happened? Were 
they, did they like cover your medical expenses and .. ? 
B- Not really, I wasn't done right about that, uh uh. It went 
on two or three years without me uh getting anything. Well now 
when, I had insurance that I could dra::£l. while I was off and 
compensation would pay you a little something. But, I wasn't 
getting anything near what I was making. See I was a crew leader 
and uh they kept bickering backwards and forwards you know. I 
had this union lawyer to come in and he didn't do me any good 
either. He just quit my case and uh all of this that I went 
through with, I got a check for 13 hundred dollars. 13 hundred. 
Well I'd work uh, uh, I was making enough money were I almost 
worked that out in a month of course after they took everything 
out didn't get that much, but I was almost working that amount in 
a month. 
I- What was the one thing you just liked least working there? 
B. Shift work. 
I- (Both laughing) Shift workl And what's probably your most 
favorite thing working at Owens? 
B- Like I said I like the fellowship and uh we was like a 
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really started around I think 19, but they keep going back a 
little like 17 or something 17 or 18, but I was right in the 
middle of that and we, we tried, and tried, we had one man come 
in there and came in there talked. He was, we were trying to get 
the government officials to go back and pay us for that. I had 
sisters who worked there uh one sister didn't even work uh, let's 
see she 20 some years in there, she had her retire and 
disability. She gets .the full amount. I work 35 years and my 
other sister, younger then me worked 30 years and she re~d at 
55. She lacks two dollars of getting as much as me and I paid in 
more social security then most, almost both of them together. So 
it's something that isn't fair. 
I- What made you decide to retire? 
B- I was tired (laughs). I really you know, my children uh was, 
I couldn't go see them only my daughter was in Germany. Of 
course I got to go see my daughter when her first baby was uh 3 
months old. I got to go to Germany and then my husband and I 
e\went back to Germany when the boy was 6 years old and our son-
lll-law got tickets when he was in service. So it wasn't 
expensiv~. We couldn't make the trip now at all. Then we, that 
first tr~p to Germany from Philadelphia flying in to Frankfort, 
Germany costs me round trip just $235.00. 
I- What did your children think about you working? 
B- Well they was little, they was glad I could buy things that 
they needed. 
I- (Laughs) 
B- Just like we were talking about my youngest son, after who, 
this is my oldest son. 
I- Oh, handsome. 
B- This is our baby. (Laughs) 
I- You have handsome children. 
B- He was, Patty my daughter, let's see, oh her and her husband 
are over here. This is my daughter. This is the only daughter I 
got and these two. This is my oldest son, and that was my middle 
Patty, our daughter, and this is our youngest he was, she was 
almost 11 years old when he was born. He's an administrator for 
a Christian school on the other side of Charleston. 
I- Oh, o.k. 
B- He was, do you know where Grace Gospel Church is, Grace 
Christian School. 
I- Sure do. 
B- He was down there 7 years. 
I- Oh. 
B- He's an administrator down there. 
I- Was it hard to work when you were pregnant? 
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B- Not that bad) just like I said, they put one down stairs and 
foreman was really, really good because his name was Louis Pike. 
He knew that sometimes we would have to set under the lights you 
know and I would get so tired of sitting under that light . He'd 
come and say get up and run in there and wash your face, like I 
was on midnight shift. He done that. Then I got my arm broke 
down there, and I had to seat under the lights all the time. I 
couldn't get up and select--rn.e ware, pack the ware and he would 
re~ me every now and then. I had to sit under there all the 
time it wore me out because I'd rather be up and working, 
especially on the midnight shifts so, it was .. 
\ 
I- Now ~here's your other son work? 
B- He's got a position in the post office. He's over safety. 
He worked at Owens for two ye_ars. He went up to the Post Off ice 
and put in his application and got called there when he was 18 
years old. He's 52 now. 
I- What did he do at Owens? 
B- He could what you call it off[baringl when the girls would 
fill up boxes and slide them down, he would put them, pack them. 
They had to stack them on these uh oh, stack up so they take them 
out, ship them out. 
I- Was it hard having a child working there? 
B- No, yes it was (laughing). I'd look down when he first got 
to working there he was trying to left those boxes up the wrong 
way and I was upstairs looking down"cSrr him. Oh why don't they 
teach him how to throw it over like that. Then when we came home 
that night, bless his heart, he worked the night shift the first 
night and uh he came home so sick at his stomach. He had eaten a 
hamburger about the middle of the night when he got his break and 
it made him sick. He got up that evening, boy he slept all day 
and I told him, I said, honey, when you, I said pick them up like 
that and turn them over and throw them up like that. He trying 
to get them up like this and there wasn't even ~nybody teaching 
him down there. So, I uh, he worked, well he was going to 
Marshall and he was working there in the summer time you know and 
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then he went back. He didn't work quite two years, but he worked 
· one summer, and then the next, then he had to go back to school. 
Then the next summer ge got him a job. Then he got married and 
left Marshall. (Laughs) He lives in Richmond. He's in 
Richmond. He's in Roanoke, well he was in Huntington and they 
gave him a better job went to Roanoke, Virginia. Lived down 
there a long time. Lived right off the Blueridge Park way down 
there. Beautiful home . Then they, he thought he was going to 
lose his job. About a couple years ago when the post office was 
laying off so many and he said mom I'm afraid I'm going to lose 
that job. Well we're Christians, I said honey, you are too good 
of a worker, both of my boys, well my daughter too. Their real 
good workers and I said you you'll be all right. Y.Qllrget 
another job and this man down in Richmond ha:d worked with Larry 
and was retiring. He was an older man. He said Larry, how'd you 
like my job, go to Richmond. He, I'll go anyplace, I don't want 
to be laid off.They told him he could retire and he was just 51, 
50 years old. I not, I can't retire and uh so they paid for him 
to .go down, just went on down to Richmond and worked there. His 
wife got to stay with him. They paid for their uh, they lived 
just like in a hotel, but they had all their facilities you know 
their kitchen, and everything and they had somebody, my daughter-
in-law seid they came in there everf!,ay just like they were in a 
hotel. She said I got so bored I'd all ready have the clothes in 
the washer and beds striped when the girls came in. They said 
boy y~ making it easy on me. (Laughs) · 
I- How many people do you think of your friends had to leave 
because of Owens closing down? 
B- Well they were like, we had A,B,C, and D shifts and B was 
mine. I had worked a little bit on the other shift and then when 
the job came open on the B shift, were I had worked all these 
years. I could go back to it and I retired from B shift so there 
were several of the girls, of friends of mine you know, that uh .. 
I- Did they have to leave the area or t~get the job? 
B- Not yet, they haven't, uh now I saw several of them the other 
day because they had us to go down and have our lungs checked for 
asbestos and really probably it wouldn't be asbestos it'd be uh 
fine glass such as like dust. 
I- Did you ever get around those furnaces? 
B- Oh yea, I had to, when your a crew leader you have to go back 
that's called a former departmt:nt. -
I- A form .. 
B- Forming, forming and uh we just called it the hot end and 
there'd be gallon jugs . They'd be red hot and they was corning 
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out of there. Just like this, just a going around and that whole 
·. big layer would be just as wide as the couch. Then we made Avon 
Cars, the little cars and they were blue, some of them was, it 
was the prettiest site you'd ever seen. This whole layer came 
full and then they went out on a little conveyer and they'd just 
look like these little cars a running down the layer. 
I- (Laughs) 
B- We got one or two of them. Let me see if I can find them, 
I'll be back. 
I- O.K. (Long Pause) Oh, o.k. 
B- That's Avon. 
I- The Volts Wagon and the Model T? -------
B- Yea, whatever. 
I- I remember, and these you made for Avon? 
B- We m~de for Avon, and then I made guns, we made cowboy boots, 
I had a gun, but I don't know what I've laid, I've laid it up 
there somewhere. 
I- I remember my grandmother with these. (Laughs) 
B- Yea. 
I- Yes, I like these, that is neat. 
B- A lot of them had defects the reason, some would have little, 
just like around the bottom what we would call a split finish or 
a little chip on it and uh now, when these first came when, I 
first went to Owens and they were making these, see right here 
there's a little light. That'll break real easy see how that 
comes down a real light spot. 
I- Uh huh, o.k. 
B- Anyway they would let us, take these home every now and then, 
and I used to when, we start one why I'd get me one or two to 
bring home and then sometimes we'd get uh the defects, but these 
got, people got to carrying them out by the good ones, you know. 
Get them a big box that was already packed up and ready to send 
off and that just messed up the whole thing. (Laughs) 
I- Yes, that is neat . Well thank you very much, this has been 
really enjoyable. I think we got some really good stuff here! 
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INT: : March 15 th , 1994. Place of interview, 3609 Rear Norwood Road, interviewing Bealuh 
Mabel Reynolds, 3609 Rear Norwood Road, Huntington, WV. Birth date, February 281\ 1920. 
Okay, when did you first go to work at Owens? 
Bealuh: I started to work in 1946. 
INT: Okay. And how old were you? 
Bealuh: Uh, twenty-six years old. 
INT: Okay. And how did you find out about the job? 
., . 
,, ' 
Bealuh: I was working at, my husband and I moved to town-we lived in the country. And we 
moved to town and I needed a job. So I had been looking for a job. I graduated from high 
school, you know, Wayne, West Virginia. And uh, so I got a job at Grants Five and Ten Cent 
Store, worked there for awhile. And then I worked for, I think, McCray's for awhile ... Five and 
Ten Cent Store. Well, I wasn' t making much money there, so someone said Owens-Illinois was 
hiring. So I went down and signed up. And in three days they called me. And I went in just for 
an interview. Well, the next day after that, I went to work. And I worked in the carton assembly, 
assembling cartons. And uh, I worked, I worked oh, several years just assembling cartons. And 
uh, in the meantime, I got pregnant. So they felt like the balcony, where I was assembling 
cartons, was too heavy work. They sent me down to the selecting department, which I didn't like 
very well. But I did learn. It was a learning thing, that I was learning. 
INT: What was selecting? 
Bealuh: Selecting, that was selecting the bottles, getting the defects out and packing them in the 
boxes. See, I assembled the boxes in the balcony, then we sent 'em down, and they selected the 
bottle, which was called the selecting department. And uh, threw out the bad bottles and packed 
the good ones-supposedly we did that. Sometimes we packed some bad ones. But uh, I worked 
there for a good while, got to liking it down there. And so, they, in the meantime, they were 
bringing these young boys hiring in, and they were getting the jobs over us, which had been there 
for several years, and our boss. So uh, you know, we got, when the women got so we could get 
the jobs, these other women really got to signing up for the, when we'd have a job up for bid, 
they'd bid on it, and got it. So I was working there longer than a lot of' em and I thought, "Well, 
,, : 
that is a man's job and I shouldn't take it." But then, when I got them all, all of those boys that 
was young boys coming in and getting the jobs and being my boss, I thought it was time for me to 
sign up for a and get me a good job paying more money. So I did that. I got a job as an 
inspector. (INT: Ohhh) And after they selected the bottles, packed the bottles and sent 'em down 
in this off-bearing area, uh, I was inspector. Well, we felt like working up and the line of 
progression was a lot better. Because when these boys would come in, they didn't know a thing 
about the bottles-we had to teach 'em. In fact , I became a crew leader after. I signed up and got 
a crew leader's job. And I retired as a crew leader. Which was next left was a foreman. But uh, 
I was, had, was over like two or three what we called lahrs and I had oh, twelve, fifteen people 
working for me. And of course, I learned to, the machines, to work on the machines and know 
what to do. And I had this boy that come right out of school, come in there as assistant foreman. 
And he was training. So anyway, I. . .I had to teach him about the bottles. So, of course, they 
didn't put him down as . .. then ... the women were getting the jobs that had been there a long 
time, like the inspectors and didn't jobs . .. 
INT: Was that considered a man's job? 
Bealuh: That was considered a man's job. So anyway, this, we was working, like my job, I 
worked up in the line of progression, which I knew what I was doing when I got my jobs. I knew 
the defects on the bottles when I was an inspector. And when I became a crew leader, I knew 
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not go back and tell the girls that was working on the lahrs what he said to me, because they liked 
me and they knew that I treated them right. 
INT: What is a lahr? 
Beal uh: Well, a lahr is where the ware comes out from the forming department., -~here it goes 
through these machines, like we had a bottle, like I was telling you about those bottles. And they 
come out and they run through, we have people sitting here and these are running on a little 
conveyor in front of a lamp, and some of 'em sits down there and they take turns sitting down and 
getting the what we call the bad ware out, the glass, the broken glass, the split finish and sucking 
sides, just a lot of defects, you know. Then they go around on a turntable. They come off the 
lahr and they go through this progress, process, and then they come around and they go, the 
people stand while they are on this conveyor and they, they're supposed to look at 'em. But 
sometimes [inaudible] get to packing, you know. So anyway, what I was telling you about him, I 
told him, I said, I was a Christian, you know. I said, "I can' t come in here and tell you every time 
my people stays over or every time they ever do anything wrong." I said, "If I talk to them about 
it, they, they're, they like me and they'll do what I say." And so, of course, women, you know, I 
got my feelings hurt. And I was sitting there bawling.· [ chuckling] Anyway, this other crew leader 
walked in, which was a man. And he said, "Well, Bealuh, I don't know why you can't do that." 
Said, "You can tell on 'em, then you can go home and pray for ' em." I said, "No, wouldn't be no 
use in my coming out here and telling on 'em and just to go home and pray, it wouldn't do a bit of 
good." And uh, of course, after he sat there for a long time, you know, I sat there. And he told 
me, he said, "Go on in the lounge and rest for," you know, "stay in there for awhile." Well, I 
went in and some of the girls said, "What's wrong? What's wrong?" I couldn't tell 'em. 
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how to, how to be a boss, you know. 
INT: Crew leader came after inspector. 
Bealuh: The crew leader came after the inspector. That was the highest job you could get unless 
you was a foreman, was a crew leader. (INT: Okay) So uh, anyway, I really enjoy:ed the job. I 
really uh ... I thought a lot of my people. And of course, this boss came in that I taught. I was 
going to tell you this. He didn't know a thing about the bottles. We had a machine there that we 
had these whiskey bottles, they were flat. Well, they would get what they called a bird swing 
from one end of the bottle to the other, it'd be a line of gas inside. Well, it was dangerous, you 
know. We had these machines that would throw 'em out, when they would come through this 
machine and throw 'em out. Well, I had to check that machine every hour. And I kept me what 
we called one of the bird swing, and I would run it through that machine and if it didn't throw it 
out, then I knew it needed to be fixed . And ifl didn't, couldn't fix it right then, I would call a boy 
from the maintenance and he would come and fix the machine back for me. And this, this 
foreman, assistant foreman-he was a young guy. So he uh, he'd come around and ask me about 
the defects. I had to tell him what the defects were. So when he got stabled in on his job, he 
called me up at the office, and he said, "I want you to, your people, every time you find them not 
looking at a bottle, or every time they go on their break and stay over, every time they do 
anything wrong, I want you to write it down and bring it in to me in the office." I said, "I can't 
do that." He said, "But I'm your foreman, and I'm telling you to do it." I said, "I can't do that. I 
am not going to rat on my people." I said, "They work good for me," and I said, "if you want to, 
get rid of me now, you can, you're my foreman, you can. But I can't do it." Well, he said, "Well, 
you're about the worst that I've ever seen," you know, "of being a crew leader." And uh, I could 
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Because I knew that that whole lahrs would go right in that office, you know, and tell 'em, you 
know. Because they had all before. They had heard him kindly be rough with me, clonking with 
me. And one of 'em walked over and said, "I don' t want you to say anything to her. What we 
do, you come to us." Said, "She can't help what we do, and she's a good crew leader." So ,, ~ 
anyway, 
INT: Did the women form like a good support group? 
Bealuh: They were, they were good. The people I worked with, I just liked all of 'em. And at 
the end of the day, I would thank everybody for the good job they did. ''Thank you for a good 
job." So one day they got-I like to explain this to you-they got their ware held. They packed 
bad ware all day long. But this ware was coming out so fast, and the men in the forming 
department had let a lot of bad ware come through, evidently maybe something wrong with the 
mold. But they had to stop that and take that mold out and fix it, because it was making a defect 
in the bottle. And, but they worked hard that day. They just worked so hard. They got their 
ware held all day. Well, we always got chewed out for that. So I went around at the end of the 
day and I was thanking them for it, and one of the girls said, "How can you thank us for a good 
day's work when we got our ware held all day?" And her name is Maxine. I said, "Maxine, did 
you do the best job you could today?" She said, "Yes." I said, "Did you put any of that bad ware 
in there on purpose?" ''No." I said, ''To me, you did a good job." She said, "I never thought of 
it like that." But you got people just, you had to treat people like you wanted to be treated. And 
a lot of times, you know, when we're, when we were under some of the men, we really got, they 
really got rough with us. And we, it was a hard job, you know. 
INT: Did you have any women as supervisors? Over you or ... ? 
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Bealuh: Yeah, yes, yeah! [laughing] I really, we had these women and men signed up and got the 
foreman's jobs. And uh, of course, they were good. I mean, I liked those women. They, they 
tried to do fair, tried to be fair. So they did get the foreman's jobs. I didn't want a foreman's job. 
INT: Do you remember some of their names? ·> • ,, : 
Bealuh: [pausing for thought] I really can't think of 'em right now, you know, some of their 
names. 
INT: Were they good supervisors? 
Bealuh: They was, they were good supervisors, yes, they were good. And uh, there ' s something 
else I was going to tell you. 
INT: How do you think the community looked at women going to work at Owens? When you 
told your family that you were going to work at Owens, did they think it was a good job or .. . ? 
Bealuh: Uh, it was a good job. But, you know, when you work out, a lot of men and women 
together, lot of people talking. . . . But still it was a good place. If it hadn't, ifl hadn't got a 
job there and worked, my husband had to retire about twenty-five years before I retired., we 
wouldn't have had anything. In fact, we'd probably been on welfare if it hadn't been for Owens-
Illinois. So I thank the Lord for that job. And uh, . . . 
INT: Did the community look at it as having a good job, or did they think it was kind of a .... ? 
Bealuh: No, they looked at it as a good job, uh-huh. And uh, a, I talked to some of the girls that 
had been there twenty-some years. See, I worked thirty-five years there. And uh, I just talked to 
them the other day. And they were, you know, they said, here we just bought us a new home. 
You know, they saved enough money, you know, and bought 'em a new home. And said, now 
we' re laid off So it's, it's kindly hard on the ones that were laid off 
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INT: Well, do you have, did you have like work shifts? 
Bealuh: We worked shift work. (INT: Shift work) I worked seven ti! three, three to eleven and 
eleven ti! seven. 
INT: And that was like every day of the week or . . . ? 
Bealuh: Every five days. (INT: Every five days?) It changed every five days. We'd work five 
days. And like on day shift, I'd work five days on day shift, then I was off a day, and the next day 
I started three to eleven. And I worked three to eleven five days, and then I was off two days. 
But that second day I had to go work at eleven o'clock. 
INT: How did that affect like your family life? Like raising the kids and .. . ? 
Bealuh: Well, my husband, when he was working, we hardly ever got to see each other. 
[laughing] And uh, I was just telling my sister today about, my two oldest children was . . . we 
lived in this other house, you know. And I had one of those old-fashioned cabinets with porcelain 
top. And my two oldest kids would be at school, and we would, I would write 'em notes on top 
of that porcelain cabinet with my pencil and just wrote real black and pretty, you know. And 
when they'd come in, they'd run to look at the cabinet to see their notes, and then they'd write me 
one. They'd be in bed when I came in on three to eleven. So I'd go to the cabinet and find their 
notes, you know, something about school or something they had to have or something or just to 
tell me they loved me, you know. So uh .. .. 
INT: Now, did your family and other families from Owens-Illinois, did you socialize a lot 
together? (Goldie: Now?) No 
Bealuh: Oh, uh, after, after I retired, I retired in '81. And after I retired, uh, a lot ofus women 
got together, and we meet yet, once a month out to some nice restaurant and have lunch. The last 
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Thursday in every month. 
INT: How many of you go? 
Bealuh: Around twenty-five or thirty, meets every month. 
INT: That's great. , ; . ,, : 
Bealuh: And there's more signed up; it's just that maybe some of 'em won't get to come this 
month. And I'm the one that makes the reservations. So, uh, I will, we'll vote on where we're 
going. We're going to the Red Lobster this . . . . So, anyway, I call and make reservations for 
twenty-five to thirty, more or less. Sometimes they have to, like especially the Red Lobster, they 
have to add more tables. Cause, you know, they like to go there for lunch. And uh, then 
sometimes they, it's under, maybe about eighteen or twenty that goes. 
INT: When you were working at Owens and your kids were growing up, did your kids socialize a 
lot with the kids, the other employee's children? 
Bealuh: We, when I worked there when the kids were young, they had a lot of things for 
children. Now, these past few years they cut all that out. They'd have Christmas parties and 
Santa Clause and give every child a gift. They'd have big parties and give every child a gift. And 
uh, then I wrote for the Owens, for the, called the Huntingtonizer paper that we had, we had a 
paper that we put out. And when I was in the balcony, I was called the cartonette, the cartons, 
you know. So I was called the cartonette. So I wrote for the cartonettes. And every month 
we'd get a, well, every two weeks, I think it was, that we'd get a paper. They got, they cut that 
out after so many years. And we'd have a Christmas party, you know, the ones that wrote for the 
paper and then the editors of the paper' d have us a big Christmas party. And . .. 
INT: Did they have like picnics during the summer? 
I 
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Bealuh: Had big picnics. We had a big, up at, on Beech Fork [lake and dam] they had a big what 
they called a big, Beech Fork Camp or Lake or something, I know it wasn't at the lake. It was at 
Beech Fork, they had a big house out there that people would go out, and we could have big 
parties out there, cookouts. And sometimes the management would have us out e,.<;pecially ifwe ,, : 
were in the union, wrote for the paper, something like that, they'd have us out-we could take our 
children. 
INT: Were you in the union? 
Bealuh: I was in the union. I was a uh ... oh . .. 
INT: What was the name of the union? 
Bealuh: It was, it was like local 212. 
INT: Now, were there men and women in the union? (Bealuh: Yes) I was called a grievance girl. 
Grievance? 
Bealuh: Grievance. I took care of all the grievances. 
INT: Do you think the union helped you with your job, or? 
Bealuh: Union didn't uh, it helped me after I got the job, yes. But at the last part, the union I 
don't believe helped the people. In fact, we had a, ah ... strike, I think the last one they had. And 
uh, this new man came in and he, he put 'em all back to work, and they just walked over the line. 
I couldn't go back to work. I guess I was too good a union person. And really, we got, the ones 
that didn't go back got criticized. We wasn't supposed to go over the picket line, you know. 
INT: Did you actually go and picket? (Bealuh: Yeah) What was that like? 
Bealuh: Well, we met across from Owens. And we would, when I was the grievance girl, I had 
to be there very day. And we'd make coffee and some people, some of 'em would bring in 
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cookies and cakes and things like that, some of the members. And then I would assign them to go 
out on the line, picket lines, stand on the picket lines, so .... 
INT: How long did that last? 
Bealuh: I think that lasted about, that one either lasted either twelve or fifteen cjayf That was 
one did. 
INT: Do you think it helped to give you any benefits or ... ? 
Bealuh: That did, uh-huh. 
INT: But what, what changed with that strike9 
Bealuh: Oh, I think we were . .. I really don't know how to say this. But uh, I think these people 
just came in and got the leaders of the union scared of their job and then things just got to getting 
worse and worse. And even like the insurance, they ... they, after I left there their insurance just 
wasn't a bit of good, after we'd paid into that insurance for years. 
INT: Did they have good benefits while you were working? 
Bealuh: They had, uh-huh, pretty good benefits. 
INT: Did you have medical and dental or .. . ? 
Bealuh: Oh, yes, we had. . . . So uh, we had pretty good insurance, uh-huh. 
INT: You retired in '81? 
Bealuh: I retired in '81. 
INT: When did Owens close? 
Bealuh: Well, it closed, I guess it closed the first of the year, first of January, 94. It did really 
close the last of December. But there's still people working inside there getting . ... I know this 
friend of mine-she was a crew leader when she, she was still working. And she worked almost 
I 
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two months. She worked almost through February over there. 
INT: What's her name? 
Bealuh: JoAnn Chapman. 
INT: So she's still working right now? ., . 
, ;: 
Bealuh: No, she's not working now. (INT: Oh, okay) They took it all out now, I guess. 
INT: Did you receive benefits after you retired? 
Bealuh: I, uh-hu, I draw a pension. 
INT: So the closing hasn't affected you9 
Bealuh: No, it doesn't affect me at all . It did affect, not the ones that was able to retire. You had 
to work, be fifty-five and work thirty years. Some of 'em maybe liked a month being their thirty 
years. 
INT: Now, did management socialize with like the hourly workers? 
Bealuh: They did when, when I was younger, they did. Like I said, they'd have the Christmas 
party, they'd have cookouts with us and. And we were just acquainted with the management. 
And of course, I was in the union and we had meetings with them. So I knew . . .. 
INT: Do you think they started drawing away from the employees later on? (Bealuh: They sure 
did) They did. More standoffish. (Bealuh: Oh, I think so) How often did your unions meet? 
Bealuh: Once a month. 
INT: Once a month? (Bealuh: Mmm-hmm) And the leaders of the unions, were there any women 
leaders in the union? (Bealuh: Yes, uh-huh) What kind of roles did they hold? 
Bealuh: Well, they were the president of the women, you know. And the men president of the 
men. 
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INT: Oh, okay. 
Bealuh: I believe after I retired they all sort of combined. But when I left there, it was the 
women ... . . 
INT: And how did the women look at the women leaders in the union? Was it ,a·gpod, a good 
positive outlook, or ... ? 
Bealuh: I think so, uh-huh, yeah. 
INT: Were there difference races working at Owens? (Bealuh: Uh-huh) How did that. .. 
Bealuh: Uh, I don't, I don't guess I ought to say this. But I think they got better deal than we 
got. Because, you know, when I was working, they was having these problems down, you know, 
fights and everything down around Sixteenth Street, Hal Greer where it is. And uh, so I think 
that some of the management was sort of afraid to do anything, afraid that they might come back 
on 'em. We had a foreman that, he wouldn't, he said he didn't care if they all come down, he was 
going to do his job, you know. But some of 'em, I think, now our foreman's, not the 
management. I'm not talking about-, I think some of our foreman's was a little bit afraid of what 
they would do if they . . . . 
INT: Were they afraid, the foreman's was afraid if they were fired? 
Bealuh: Yeah, mmm-hmm. 
INT: Okay. That something would happen? (Bealuh: Mmm-hmm, that something would 
happen) When you started working at Owens, were there different races already working there? 
Bealuh: I don't believe so. I don't remember, but I don't think they were any. I know there 
wasn't any women working there at that time of .. . 
INT: And how was the relationship between women of different races? 
I 
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was standing at the top of it and I turned around to go down. I don' t know how I fell . I fell on 
my stomach and I broke my teeth all to pieces, my jaws all to pieces. I had a bad fall. 
INT: Goodness. How were they with you on that when that happened? Was they ... did they like 
cover your medical expenses? ., . 
.,, .: 
Bealuh: Not really. I wasn' t done right about that. Un-huh. I uh, it went on two or three years 
without me getting anything. Well, now, I had insurance that I could draw while I was off And 
compensation would pay you a little something. But I wasn't getting anything near what I was 
making. See, I was a crew leader. And uh, they kept bickering backwards and forwards, you 
know. And I had this union lawyer to come in and he didn' t do me any good either. He just quit 
my case and of all this that I went through with, I got a check for thirteen hundred dollars. 
Thirteen hundred. Well, I'd work. .. I was making enough money til I almost worked that out in 
a month. Of course, they took everything out. I didn' t get that much. But I was working getting 
almost eleven a month. 
INT: What was the one thing that you just liked least about working at Owens? 
Bealuh: Shift work. [laughing] 
INT: Shift work. And what ' s probably your most favorite thing working at Owens? 
END OF TAPE 1- SIDE 1 
BEGIN TAPE 1- SIDE 2 
Bealuh: ... like I said, I liked the fellowship. We were just like a family. We was with each 
other really almost as much as we were with our own family. So that's one reason we started this 
women's retirees women, what we call 'em, to meet once a month. And then we have this 
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Bealuh: After they did start working? 
INT: Yes. 
Bealuh: It was good. I even had some of those young black girls and boys that would ask to 
see, when they first came in, what they call, they worked down in selecting ware tlJat' s already 
been in the boxes. And uh, they would bring 'em up to relieve for lunch break and uh, just little 
rests, ten minute rest break and lunch break. So we would have like four and five on what I called 
the lahr working on my machines. And I'd have maybe two or three machines to take care of. So 
I had sometime twelve, fifteen people. And they'd send maybe one up to, one of the women or 
the men, up to relieve my people for their breaks. And so I've had some of 'em ask to come up 
to relieve for me. So my foreman come to me one time, he said, "They must like you awful well . 
I'll go down to pick out the people that goes up there, and they' ll ask to relieve for you." So, I 
felt real good. 
INT: Was there any black women as foremen' s or .... ? 
Bealuh: They hadn' t worked there long enough. They couldn't. . . it wasn't because they were 
black they didn't get the job. You had to be there a certain amount of time. You, you couldn't 
go over somebody else and get the job. So all of these other women that, like me that had been 
there for years, they couldn't go over top of me because I had seniority. But now, maybe the last 
part, I don't know if they had any that was, I know some of the blacks got like inspecting or 
something like that, after I left there. But uh .. . 
INT: How do you think the safety, safety of your jobs were? Was there good safety regulations? 
Bealuh: Oh, there were a lot. But I had bad fall . I fell, broke my jaws all to pieces there. I broke 
here and here and crushed this side. 197 5. I fell down these steps, great big wide steps. And I 
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retirees union. We're not in the union, but that's what we call ourselves. And I'm the treasurer in 
that. And we make money. We have, we meet once a month, and we sell dinners and we make 
uh, you know, and we've been going on trips, two and three trips a year. We went to Branson, 
Missouri last year. The first trip we' ll make this year is April 14th-we'll be going't~, let's see, 
what it's called-Miami Theater out in Springsboro, Ohio. That used to be the [inaudible] So and 
they're gonna show, it's a dinner/theater, and they're supposed to show "Meet Me in St. Louis." 
So that should be fun. 
INT: Is it more like just a good support group of friends? 
Beal uh: It is. And the men can bring, if their wives didn't work at Owens, they can bring their 
wives and the women, if their husband didn 't work, they can, on this retirees union. But the 
women is just the retirees women that worked at Owens. We don't have no men with us that one 
month. 
INT: Are both of these more socialized or is it, do you try to cover things like maybe retirement 
from Owens? 
Bealuh: It does. We cover our secretary. He gets information from our benefits, you know, 
retirees benefits. And then, of course, we have these uh, we have this Aetna Insurance, which we, 
we' re supposed to have this certificate, if anything happens to us, we have $2000 to help pay. 
Well, a lot of 'em already retired, either lost theirs or didn't have it. So the secretary, he sends off 
and gets all of this. And then he, we have people to come in and speak at different meetings. And 
see, I was born, I don' t know if you knew about what's called the knots year. I was born in 1920. 
And uh, now you know how old I am. [laughter] I was seventy-four the 28th of February. 
INT: Well, you look great. 
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Bealuh: Well, I feel good, and you know, I do a lot of things. But anyway, that knot year knocks 
me out of about a thousand dollars a year because I was born in 1920. 
INT: What is .. . 
Bealuh: It's something that the government, a few years back, they'd taken away some kind of ,,, ,: 
benefits, social security or something. And it hit like 1917, 18, 19, 20, like 22, 23 . It really 
started around, I think, ' 19 and then they kept going back a little like ' 1 7 or something, '1 7, ' 18. 
But I was right in the middle of that. And we tried and tried. We had one man to come in and he 
was, he came in there and talked. And he was, we were trying to get the government officials to 
go back and pay us for that. I had sisters that worked there. One sister didn't even work, let's 
see, she had twenty-some years in there. She had retirement and disability. She gets a full 
amount. I worked thirty-five years. My other sister that was younger than me worked thirty 
years and she retired at fifty-five. She likes two dollars of getting as much as me, and I paid in 
more social security than almost both of them together. So it, it's something that isn't fair . 
INT: What made you decide to retire? 
Bealuh: I was tired. [chuckling] I uh, I really, you know, my children was, I couldn't go see 'em 
only just every now and then. My daughter was in Germany. Of course, I got to go see my 
daughter when her first baby was three months old, I got to go to Germany. And then my 
husband and I went back to Germany when the little boy was six years old. And uh, our son-in-
law got tickets when he was in service, til it wasn't expensive. We couldn't make the trip now at 
all. But then we uh, that first trip to Germany from Philadelphia, right into Frankfort, Germany, 
cost me round-trip just $235. 
INT: Well, what did your children think about you working? 
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Bealuh: Well, they was little. They were glad that I could buy things that they needed. And uh, 
just like we was talking about my youngest son. After my two older ones-this is my older son 
[referring to a picture] (INT: Oh, how handsome) This is our baby. He was almost, well, Patty, 
my daughter, let's see, oh, her and her husband is over here. This is ... this is rr;y qaughter. 
That's the only daughter I got. And these two, this is my oldest son and that was my middle, 
that's Patty and our daughter. And this is our youngest. He was born, he was almost eleven 
years old when he was old. He was an administrator of a Christian school on the other side of 
Charleston. (INT: Oh, okay) Do you know where Grace Gospel Church is, the Grace Christian 
School? (INT: Sure do) He was down there seven years. He was the administrator down there. 
INT: Was it hard to work when you' re pregnant? 
Bealuh: I, not that bad. Just like I said, they put me downstairs. And my foreman was really, 
really good, because his name was Louie Pike. And uh, he knew that, you know, sometimes we'd 
have to sit under the lights, you know. And I would get so tired of sitting under that light. And 
he'd say, "Get up and run in there and wash your face and then come back," like I was on the 
midnight shift. He done that. And then I got my arm broke down there. And I had to sit under 
the lights all the time. I couldn't get up and select the ware or pack the ware. And he, he would 
relieve me very now and then. Because I had to sit under there all the time. But it wore me out 
because I'd rather get up and be working. Especially on the midnight shift. So it was .. . 
INT: Now, where does your other son work? 
Bealuh: He's the, he's got a position at the post office. He's over safety. He worked at Owens 
for two years. He went up to the post office and put in his application and got called there when 
he was eighteen years old. He's fifty-two now. 
I 
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INT: What did he do at Owens? 
Bealuh: Huh? 
INT: What did he do at Owens? 
Bealuh: He uh, what you call the off-bearing, when the girls would fill up the box~ and slide 'em 
down, he would put 'em on, pack 'em. You know, they had to stack 'em on these oh, I forget, 
stack 'em up so they could take 'em out, so they could ship 'em out 
INT: Was it hard having a child working there? 
Bealuh: No, yeah, it was. I (laughing] I'd look down. And when he first got to working there, 
he, he was a trying to lift the boxes up the wrong way and I was up, I was upstairs looking down 
on him, you know. And I thought, ''Why don't they teach him how to throw that over like that?" 
And then when we come home that night, bless his heart, he, he uh, worked the night shifts the 
first night. And he came home so sick at his stomach; he'd ate a hamburger about the middle of 
the night when he got his break and it made him sick. And he come right home and went to bed 
and when he got up that evening, boy, he left all day. And I told him, I said, "Honey, when you 
go," I said, "pick up them like that and turn 'em over and throw 'em up like that." He was trying 
to get 'em up like this. And they wasn't anybody even teaching him down there. So I uh, he 
worked. Well, he was going to Marshall. And he was working there in the summertime, you 
know. And uh, then he went back. He didn't work quite two years. But he worked one summer, 
and then the next summer, you know, then he had to go back to school and then the next summer 
he got him a job. Then he got married and left Marshall. So, he lives in Richmond. He's in 
Richmond, well, he's in Roanoke [Virginia] well, he was in Huntington and they give him a better 
job. He went to Roanoke, Virginia, lived down there a long time, lived right off the Blue ridge 
I 
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Parkway down there, a beautiful home. Well, they, then they, he thought he was going to lose his 
job about couple of years ago when the post office was a laying off so many. And he said, 
"Mom," he said, ''I'm afraid I'm gonna lose that job." Well, we're Christians. I said, "Honey, 
you are too good of a worker," both of my boys were real good, well, my daughtet., too. But ,, : 
they're real good workers. And I said, "You'll be all right. You'll get another job." And this 
man down in Richmond had worked with Larry and he was retiring, this older man. He said, 
"Larry, how would you like my job? Said go to Richmond." He said, "I'll go any place." Said, 
"I don't want to be laid off." They told him he could retire-he was just fifty-one, fifty years old. 
He told 'em, "I can't retire." So they paid for him to go down, just went on down to Richmond 
and worked there and his wife got to stay with him. They paid for their, they lived in just like a 
hotel or, but they had all facilities, you know, their kitchen and everything. And they had 
somebody, my daughter-in-law said they come in there every day and just like they was in a hotel. 
And she said, "I got so bored that I'd already have the clothes in the washing and beds stripped 
when the girls come in. They said, "Boy, you're making it easy on me!" 
INT: How many people do you think, of your friends, had to leave because of Owens closing 
down or ... ? 
Bealuh: Well, they were like, we had A, B, C, and D shift. And B shift was my-, I had worked a 
little bit on the other shift when I had bid on a job, and it was open on one shift. And then when 
the job came open on the B shift, where I'd worked all these years, I could go back to it. And I 
retired from B shift. So they were several of the girls, you know, friends of mine. 
INT: Did they have to leave the area to get other jobs? 
Bealuh: Uh, not yet, they haven't. Now, I saw, oh, I saw several of them the other day because 
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they had us to go down and had our lungs x-rayed for asbestos. Ann n~~lly prnb~hly it wrn1ln hP. 
~sbestos, it'd be [inaudible] glass .... 
INT: Did you ever get around those furn.aces? 
Bealuh: Oh, yes, I had to walk. When you was a crew leader, you have to go bacl{. That's called 
the forming department. (INT: Forming?) Forming, forming. And uh, we just called it the hot 
end, you know, back to where it was . ... And this, like they'd be gallonjugs and they'd be red-
hot when they was coming out of there, you know. Just like this, just going around and that 
whole big lahr would be as wide as from here to that couch and be sitting foll of those jugs. And 
then we made Avon cars, little cars, and they were blue, some of 'em was. And that was the 
prettiest sight you ever seen. This whole lahr' d come foll and then they went out on a little 
conveyor and they'd just look like these little cars running down the lahr. I got the, one or two of 
them. Let me see ifl can find one of them. (INT: Okay) [Bealuh left room to search for Avon 
cars] 
INT: Oh, okay, Volkswagen and uh (Bealuh: Yeah) Model T or whatever. I remember these. 
And these you made for Avon? 
Bealuh: We made for Avon. And then I made guns, we made cowboy boots. I had a gun, but I 
don't know where I laid it. I laid it up in there somewhere. 
INT: I remember my grandmother with these. [laughing] Yes, I like these. That is neat. 
Bealuh: Yeah, they was ... now, a lot of them had defects, that was the reason, you know. Some 
of' em would have little, you know, just like around the bottle there would be what we called a 
split finish or little chip on it. And uh, now where, they didn't, when these first, when they was 
first making those, when I. first went to Owens, and they was a making these. See, right here, , 
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they would let us get these, take 'em home every now and then. And I used to, when we'd start 
one, why, I'd get me one or two to bring home. And then sometimes we'd get, oh, the defects. 
But they got the, the people got to carrying them out by .. . the good ones. You kn.pw, get 'em a 
,I : 
big box that was already packed up ready to send off. And that just messed up the whole thing. 
[ chuckling] 
INT: Yeah, those are neat. This has been re.ally enjoyable. I think we've got some really good 
END OF INTERVIEW 
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